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Dear Friends,
It is indeed a pleasure to communicate
with all of you. To begin with let
me thank each one of you for your
unstinted support in providing banking
services during this unprecedented
health crisis. It is essential that while
performing our duties, each one of us
exercises caution and remain vigilant
of the needs of social distancing and sanitization.
I am pleased to share with you that our Bank has been ranked
“First” in the Government of India’s EASE 2.0 Index amongst all PSBs.
I congratulate each one of you on this stellar performance. As per
the index, significant progress has been seen in the Bank across
six themes with the highest improvement seen in ‘Responsible
Banking’, ‘Governance and HR’, ‘PSBs as Udyamimitra for MSMEs’,
and ‘Credit off-take’. It is now incumbent upon us that we continue
to strive and maintain our ranking in EASE 3.0 which has underlying
emphasis on digitization of banking services and technology
enabled banking.
The Bank has been undertaking a number of steps in the journey
towards digitising banking services and operations. For this, the
Bank has revamped its Mobile Banking platform and made it more
customer oriented. Given the competitive intensity and consumer
preference, it will be the most important element of our digital
strategy.
Account opening process in the Bank is already digitised by way
of Tab Banking. We have now launched an ‘Insta Click Savings
Account’ wherein customers can digitally open a savings account.
For the lending business, we have set-up a Digital Lending
Department which will ensure end-to-end digital journey for retail,
MSME and agriculture loans from sourcing to disbursement.
At the same time, we are digitizing our internal approval process
to transform the Bank into a paperless bank. The Bank has been
able to continue to operate with work from home option available
to employees through virtual meetings and attendance. We are
looking at continuing with some of these practices and introducing
a flexible working environment wherein we can attract talent on
full-time and part-time basis.
While focusing on bringing about long-term strategic changes,
we cannot be losing sight of growth, CASA deposits, cost to income
ratio and recovery of non-performing loans. Advances growth has
increased to 8.6% as of June 30, 2020 as against 5.9% as of March
31, 2020. Domestic CASA ratio has increased by 294bps YoY to
39.5% as of June 30, 2020. The slippage ratio fell to 1.64% in quarter
ending Jun’20 from 3.56% a year ago with domestic slippage ratio
at 0.45% due to moratorium extended to customers.
The Bank had to make additional provisions on customers who
had got stand-still benefit in asset classification which resulted in
increase in provision coverage ratio to 83.3% as of June 30, 2020
from 81.33% as of March 31, 2020. Higher provisioning, increase
in cost to income ratio and muted non-interest income are the
reasons behind the Bank declaring a loss of Rs 864 crore in the
quarter ending Jun’20.
Thus, areas where we need to improve are reduction in cost to
income ratio, increasing our non-interest income and ensuring
higher recoveries. Cost to income ratio for the Bank increased
to 49.97% in quarter ending Jun’20 from 47.86% in FY2019-20. The
Bank’s non-interest income fell by 5% for the quarter ending Jun’20.
For reduction in cost to income ratio, the Bank has rationalised
1,000 branches which were located close to each other post
amalgamation. This will bring our costs lower. We need to continue
to identify all areas of cost reduction to improve our cost to income
ratio.
In the coming months, the focus of each one of us should be to
ensure recovery and rehabilitating accounts under moratorium. We
should be in touch with customers who have availed moratorium
and make efforts towards recovering outstanding dues or offering
restructuring facility to eligible customers.
Last but not the least, I once again express my appreciation for
your efforts and support during these testing times.
With best wishes

( )

Sanjiv Chadha

April - June 2020
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Dear Readers,
I am happy to present you the latest issue of our
house journal ‘Bobmaitri’. Our Content Management
Committee of ‘Bobmaitri’ continuously endeavours to
make the magazine more interesting and worth read by
improving its quality. We are thankful to the Management
Committee and the reader group of Bobmaitri for their
constant support/ suggestions/ feedback to improve the
magazine.
Friends, the outbreak of the corona virus is currently
causing serious concern and economic crisis for
consumers, businesses and communities worldwide. While
a crisis brings many unique challenges, it also provides
various opportunities to do things in a different way with
new ideas. At present, promotion of digital banking is a
key solution for us to face the current situation. Customer
trust is very important for banks and it is the time to prove
ourselves by providing unique customer services to meet
the expectations of our stakeholders. We have to increase
the use of our digital products among our customers. Also,
we have to take utmost care in areas like new lending,
refinancing, collateral / margin etc. while assessing risk
management.
This issue of Bobmaitri focuses on ’COVID-19’. CSR
related activities by our various branches/ offices
during the pandemic have been included in this issue
prominently. A summary on Bank’s Corporate QRT team’s
efforts to combat this pandemic in branches/ offices and
a brief of various employee centric initiatives taken by
the Bank during this pandemic have also been published.
We have published Ms. Swapna Bandopadhyay’s article
’COVID-19 a Crisis or a Challenge’ in this issue which will
provide readers an opportunity to understand the current
scenario. Shri Akhilesh Gupta’s article ‘  
     ’ will also prove useful for
our colleagues with a view to face the future challenges.
Apart from this, an agricultural product based article
’Possibilities of Transforming Indian Agriculture Amidst
Several Roadblocks Through Producer Group’ by Shri
Krutti Sundar Patra has also been included in this issue. Shri
Satyendra Kumar’s article ’Aligning Bank’s WMS Products
& Services with Customers’ Financial Requirements’ will
prove informative to our readers. Also, the travelogue
‘-   ’ and Shri Tarun Kumar’s article
‘    ’ are also included in
this issue. We have also covered the interview of our
retired General Manager-CC Shri Bishwarup Das, whose
experiences will inspire our young Barodians.
Apart from the above, we have published various
reports, news, programs etc. under regular columns in
this issue. I am sure that you will enjoy reading this issue.
Your suggestions and opinions will always be helpful in
improving the quality of this magazine. Staff members
working in branches and various offices are requested to
send their articles on regular basis to make the magazine
more interesting and broad based.
With best wishes
K. R. Kanojia

. . 
April - June 2020
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Efforts of QRT
at BCC during
COVID-19 Outbreak
T

he World Health Organisation (WHO) declared
outbreak of novel coronavirus a pandemic on
11th March, 2020 indicating that the impact of the
outbreak could be global and affect communities across
the world. By that time, India had also seen a few cases
being reported from multiple locations.



Alcohol based touchless Hand Sanitisers installed on
all floors at prominent positions.



Hand wash facilities created outside entrance of
buildings.



Do’s and don’ts displayed at all prominent places.

Keeping above situation in mind, Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) in its advisory dated 13th March, 2020 stated that
COVID-19 pandemic was characterised by people-topeople spread. The RBI further advised Regulated Entities
(REs) to issue Advisories with adequate precautionary
measures based on their individual assessment of them
about impact of the outbreak. RBI further advised REs to
evaluate the adequacy of their business continuity plans,
contingency plans to ensure that access to their systems
was secured and critical services to customers operate
without disruptions while ensuring safety of the employees,
support staff, third party vendor personnel etc.



All staff to wear face masks while in office.



Thermal guns/ scanners used to detect body
temperature at the entrance.



Bio attendance discontinued.



Entry doors on floors were kept open to ensure
seamless entry without touching handles.



All door handles, railings and lift keys disinfected
every hour.



Movement of visitors restricted to reception area.



All meetings to be conducted through video
conferencing.



Gathering of people in groups prohibited.



Canteen closed and people to take home brought
food on their desks.



Isolation rooms created in each building.

RBI in its circular dated 16th March, 2020 on COVID-19Operational and Business Continuity Measures among
other things advised Banks to constitute a Quick Response
Team (QRT), which shall provide regular updates to the
top management on significant developments and
act as single point of contact with regulators/outside
institutions/agencies. Based on these directions of RBI
our Bank constituted a QRT at corporate level with an
Executive Director as Head and many corporate General
Managers as its members. QRT in its first meeting held on
17th March, 2020 took following decisions:


Create a separate mail id qrt.bcc@bankofbaroda.
com for two way communication between BCC
and field functionaries exclusively matters related to
outbreak of corona virus.



Constitute QRTs at Zonal and Regional levels.



Number of visitors to be reduced to bare minimum.



Reduce the strength of employees of vendors in
Corporate Office.



Close the Creche facility immediately.

We were passing through an evolving situation with no
past experience to guide. In this perspective, initially,
QRT meetings were taking place almost daily and
sometimes more than once in a day. It was also thought
that Corporate Office should be role model for all units
in country. Keeping this in mind, in additions to issuing
instructions to all branches/ offices, following were
implemented in Corporate Office:
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Lockdown was imposed in the whole country on 24th
March, 2020. Two critical installations viz Data Centre
and Treasury are working from our BST building. It was
essential to keep these running uninterruptedly. A lot of
travel restrictions were imposed by local authorities in
Mumbai. It was decided to make alternate arrangements
for stay of engineers of agencies supporting running of
Data Centre, CISO team and Treasury nearby. In Bank’s
residential building Baroda Aditya in BKC, Bank’s Guest
House, Transit Home and few more flats were prepared
for their comfortable stay and food. All private doctors
and nursing homes were closed. It had become very
difficult to get treatment in any hospital because of
Corona scare. Therefore, an Ambulance was procured
from an agency having contacts in hospitals and was
parked in BST on 24X7 basis for staff in BCC, BST, DCC and
Baroda Aditya.
Stay arrangements were also made in Bank’s Jogeshwari
building and SPVT College for engineers working for
eDena Data Centre at Jogeshwari. A special vehicle was
arranged to ferry staff from Jogeshwari to SPVT College
at any time of day or night. An ambulance on call was
also arranged for staff of eDena Data Centre at Mapse.

Similar arrangements were also made for eVijaya Data
Centre in Bangalore and at DR site in Hyderabad.

top management was happening through intercom/
phone, desktop VC or Microsoft Teams.

Situation was getting worse by every passing day.
Arrangements were made for working of Treasury
from Ballard Pier and Baroda. To protect staff
working in Treasury and Data Centre in BST
from coming in contact with staff working
in other departments in BST, lifts on one
side of building were reserved for them
only.

Whenever any staff was found Corona positive in
bank’s quarters, QRT had to call urgent meeting on
short notice because of different situations
prevailing in different buildings. For example
in one particular building Data Centre of
eDena was working from ground and
first floor and there were residential
quarters on upper floors. Outsourced
engineers to assist Data Centre and
CISO operations were also staying in
the same building. In one case whole
building was owned by the Bank and
in other case, Bank owned only a few
flats in a building. In certain apartments,
Bank staff was quarantined for 14 days just
because one non staff was found positive.
Once, QRT had to call meeting at notice of half
an hour consecutively on Saturday (holiday) and Sunday
to discuss the situation. Things like this are still happening
and will keep on happening till final solution is found.

Housekeeping staff and outsourced
security guards could be another
source of infection because of their
poor living conditions. Therefore, it was
decided to make them stay in respective
buildings of Corporate Office. Canteen
staff giving them food was also made to
stay in respective building. Arrangements were
made for their temperature checking twice a day and
consultation with visiting doctor once a week. It was
ensured that one doctor is available in the building during
office hours. Staff from one building was not allowed to
go and intermingle with staff of other buildings. Even
movement of staff from one floor to other floor was also
restricted.
Local trains were not allowed to run. Staff living at distant
places were finding it difficult to come to office. Special
buses were arranged for them where social distancing
was maintained. These buses were sanitised daily.
To maintain social distancing and as part of Business
Continuity Plan, staff was divided into Team A & B and
they were coming to office and working from home
alternatively. All meetings were taking place digitally
through Microsoft Teams. One to one interaction among

QRT suggests to practice the following:
1.

Use mask,

2.

Maintain social distancing, and

3.

Wash/ sanitise your hands frequently.

If above practices are followed strictly, they will save us
a lot.
Stay Safe, Stay Healthy

vvv
K B Gupta
General Manager
(FM, COA, DMS & Security)
BCC, Mumbai

    / Appreciation of the Board of Directors
     ,            
 ,                
                 
    .  ‘’           
  .
-    
During the global pandemic like Corona, which has severely affected not only India
but also the entire world, our staff members have provided uninterrupted banking
services to the customers even under unfavourable conditions. Our Board of Directors
has appreciated all the employees and has also taken their efforts on record. Team
'Bobmaitri' also appreciates the efforts of all our employees and wishes them all the
best in their endeavours.
- Secretary to Board
April - June 2020
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Employees
Centric
Initiatives
Amid Covid
T

he outbreak of coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) has created a
global health crisis that has had
a deep impact on the way we
perceive our world and our everyday
lives. The rate of contagion and
patterns of transmission threatened
our sense of agency necessitating
putting in place safety measures to
contain the rapid spread of the virus.
Further,
with
the
classification
of
banking
under
‘essential
services’, the Bank had to gear
up to address immediate issues of
keeping employees safe, ensuring
optimal utilization of staff while also
maintaining continuity of business
operations.
These are unprecedented times,
trying times and unchartered territory
for all of us. COVID-19 has taken the
world by storm and brought forth a
new norm as to how organizations
manage the business.
In the face of adversity, the strength
of human ingenuity that lies within
each of us is unbridled. Beating this
pandemic is a collective responsibility
not just as an organisation but as
human beings.
Barodians have risen to the occasion
in these challenging times and
responded splendidly to the call
of nation through their sincere,
dedicated
and
tireless
efforts
alongside the stress and anxiety of
being exposed to the infection amid
the sudden outbreak of COVID.
The Bank’s priority has always been
to safeguard the health and wellbeing of its 82000+ workforce in all
the countries that it operates while
continuing to support the national
priorities and in line with its objectives,
has set in place, the following
employee
centric
measures
acknowledging the contributions
and impeccable role played by all
the Barodians in these difficult and
sobering times : Bank has provided Thermal
Scanners, Masks, Sanitizers, Hand
Gloves (for Head cashiers) at all
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branches/ offices for ensuring health
and safety of its employees as well as
customers at large.
 Bank has made provision for
Isolation Rooms for use by its COVID
positive employees/ family members
in the cities of Ahmedabad, Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai, Baroda, Patna,
Pune, Nasik, Kolkata which are in
severe grip of the infection and in
dire need of the facility on account
of dearth of hospital beds. Bank has
also procured Oxygen Cylinders/
Oxygen Concentrators, PPE Kits, Pulse
Oximeter, Thermal Scanners, Masks,
Sanitizers for use in Isolation Rooms
for use by any of the employees in
emergency while awaiting a shift to
the hospital.

 Bank has instituted a COVID
Helpline for all employees at the
zonal and central level where
employees can reach out to, in
case of emergency or for any query/
clarification/ guidance in COVID
related matters.
 Bank has also entered into tie-up
for procuring Home Quarantine Kits
with M/s Medi Buddy (PAN India) for
use by employees/ family members
who prefer and are permitted to
remain in home isolation. This kit
comprises of consults of doctors,
nurses, medical kits, pulse oximeter,
diet regimen etc.
 While
no
amount
of
compensation can recompense
loss of life, Bank has approved an
ex-gratia scheme of Rs. 30 lacs as
an additional protection/ security/

insurance cover to the family in the
unfortunate event of fatality of any
employee due to COVID over and
above the Group Term Life Insurance
of Rs. 20 lacs.
 Bank is reimbursing an amount
of Rs. 4500/- being the expenses
towards COVID Detection Test
which includes ‘Screening Test’ &
‘Confirmation Test’ to its employees /
dependent family members.
 The total expenses incurred
towards hospitalisation for treatment
of COVID by employees/ dependent
family members is being reimbursed
under
the
Medical
Insurance
Scheme of the Bank and balance if
any under the Corporate Buffer/ exgratia scheme of the Bank. Bank is
also extending immediate advance
against expenses, as may be
required.
 Bank has also undertaken a
downward revision on the interest
rates of staff loans viz. Staff Housing
Loan,
Clean
Overdraft
and
Conveyance Loan with an objective
of transferring the benefit of reduced
cost of funds to our employees.
 Bank is reimbursing an amount
of Rs. 200/- per day for defraying the
additional conveyance expenses
incurred by our employees attending
office during the lockdown while the
public transportation services remain
suspended/ closed.
 Bank is reimbursing an amount
of Rs. 1200/- as a one-time lumpsum
payment to branch staff member
visiting BC points for defraying the
cost of procuring additional safety
items vis protective kit like face
masks, gloves, sanitising material, etc,
till such time the public transportation
services remain suspended/ closed.
 Bank has credited one month’s
advance salary to the respective
salary accounts of each employee
on 27.3.2020 at ‘Nil’ rate of interest.
 Keeping in view the difficulties
faced by our employees during the
period of lockdown where one would
like to avoid visiting hospitals on
account of prevailing lockdown and
the risk of exposure in going outside,
the Bank has made available ‘Doctoron-call’ facility through its third
party partners in Health Insurance,
Max Bupa and Star Health for all its
employees for any concerns related
to general health and wellness.
 Our Barodians have not only
gone beyond the call of duty by
rendering
unhindered
banking
services to public at large but many

of them have also engaged in
yeoman work for the upliftment of
the deprived sections of the society.
With a view to capture and create
a repository of good deeds of our
Barodians, Bank has created a page
on Yammer ‘Employee Initiatives
taken in response to COVID-19’
where our employees post images
and videos with narratives of various
initiatives taken by them and shall
shortly be making a compendium of
their efforts & initiatives.
 Vulnerable
section
of
our
employees viz. Disabled employees,
employees suffering from chronic
ailments, respiratory issues, pregnant
lady employees etc have been
advised to work from home/ granted
special leave.
While these are some of the
employee-centric measures initiated
by the Bank amid COVID, assessment
of ground level scenario across the
country is being undertaken for
putting in motion proactive measures
in the interest of its employees, on a
continuous basis.
Talking about business continuity,
post-COVID, albeit challenges before
the Bank in conceptualising new
ways of working, exploring alternate
digital learning strategies, adapting
delivery, promoting digital learning,
enabling virtual meetings etc. are
plenty, it also presents a unique
opportunity to embed new ways of
working in preparation for the ‘new
normal’.
So, as we always believe “Deep
within every crisis, is an opportunity
for
something
beautiful”-Kate
McGahan.
Therefore,
irrespective
of
the
pandemic, the Bank is treading
new paths and carving new and
unchartered ways in doing its best
to ensure employee engagement
& motivation, seamless deliveries
and consistent improvement in
productivity even during these
extraordinary circumstances.
So, as they say, extraordinary times
call for extraordinary measures.
While work and life is definitely
going to change in the aftermath
of this outbreak, Bank of Baroda,
as a progressive organisation,
has adopted certain positive &
progressive changes that are not only
imperative in the current scenario
but may also become a permanent
feature and way of functioning.
Some of the technology solutions/
apps, changes introduced by the

Bank in ways of working, amid the
pandemic are detailed hereunder: Remote working/ Work-fromhome on an alternating team
concept have become the new
norm of working for which Bank has
put in place online system for making
attendance and Activity Tracker
under Crisis Communication through
Teams App for logging of day’s
activities, reporting about status on
work completion to supervisor on the
App on daily basis.
 Paperless approval mechanism
is enabled through Sharepoint for
travel of papers, documents through
an online mode to various authorities
with in-built security features. All
departments in the Corporate Office
(BCC/ BST) have been provided
access on Sharepoint and the same
is being extended to Zones/ Regions
in a phased manner.
 Payroll has been enabled on
internet-based platforms (hitherto
restricted to intranet) for enabling
employees working from home to log
in their claims, leave etc.
 Teams App is being extensively
used for holding online department
meetings,
business
reviews,
walkthrough presentations, sending
files and many more handy features.
 Though the GEMS-PMS system
was mobile enabled and employees
could access it on their mobile
through web browsers, Bank is also
shortly launching the Mobile App of
GEMS (Growth and Empowerment
Management System) which will
further make it easy for employees
to access all the links and features of
GEMS viz Role Clarity Tool, KRAs and
Targets, INSIGHT Tool for personalized
performance
analytics,
current
Performance Score, Grade Report,
Cohort details, Cohort comparisons
etc which can all be accessed
anywhere, anytime.
Also, new
features like dashboards for tracking
and monitoring performance, giving
online feedback etc are being
provided to all reporting authorities to

facilitate constructive development
conversations through the App itself.
 As capability building cannot
be kept on hold, classroom trainings
at Apex Academy / Local Training
Academies across the Bank have
been substituted with webinars,
virtual classroom sessions, e-learning
etc. Important topics from every
domain is covered under our
E-Learning library. Baroda Tube has
been launched to provide alternate
learning solution in form of video to
all Barodians, with curated learning
videos providing learning in various
domains of the Bank.
 For the participants of WeLead
journey, a hybrid learning model
with a blend of synchronous and
asynchronous channels i.e. mobile
application, email, SMS, newsletter,
learning
dashboards,
webinars
and live business projects, that can
deliver most impactful and enjoyable
experience for participants have
been put together in these rapidly
evolving times to reinforce the link
between business outcomes and
long-term capability building without
compromising on the learning
experience
and
developmental
journey envisaged for the participants
of WeLead.
To sum up, Bank is continuously in
the process of developing agile
workforce strategies, fit-for-purpose
plans for establishing a humancentered, systems-minded approach
that promotes shared workforce
resilience and better positioned
to prosper in a new competitive
landscape.
vvv
C. M. Tripathy
Head – HR Operations
BCC, Mumbai

Leena John
Chief Manager
(HR & WeLead),
BCC, Mumbai

April - June 2020
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COVID-19
A CRISIS OR A CHALLENGE?

Rivers are clean and lands are green, humans are confined but the animals are seen.
Swamped were the roads, parks and mall, now they all seem to be devoid of all.
At the jobs people sparsely come, they keep it to themselves and mostly stay mum.
The World we knew was busy in its drill, it was never this calm and has stood standstill!

L

ittle did the countries of the world
know while they were in the
everlasting mad race to prove their
economic supremacy, that they
would face a major breakdown,
called COVID-19, which seemed to
be a temporary glitch at the pitstop,
turned out to be a demonic cancer
that engulfed and impacted every
bit of the global micro and macro
entities.
Indian scenario is no exception. Its
humongous population of 1.3 billion,
has been impacted in a way or the
other. In just a matter of a quarter,
the whole narrative of economic
progress shifted from a $5 trillion
economy to Pradhan Mantri Garib
Kalyan Yojana and the schemes
alike. And yet again, the burden to
resuscitate the economy fell on the
shoulders of the Nationalized Banks
and yet again, the Bankers have
rolled up their sleeves in response to
the call for unprecedented national
emergency.
Our effort through this article is to
place the reader on a pedestal
that can provide a glimpse of
the impact, challenges and the
systemic mutations to which we have
adopted, dispensing the age-old
practices. We will touch upon certain
factors and ponder upon the factors
that have influenced the future of
HR and leadership. HR professionals
have certainly not imagined the
challenges that COVID-19 would
dawn on them. The uncertainty has
crushed the economy. Employees
are in stressful situation and HR
professionals are trying their best to
keep everything in perspective and
aligned.
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The macro environmental setup is
the factor that by and large controls
the policies and operations of
Banking Industry. It mainly includes
the Government of India, Ministry of
Finance, RBI and the local bodies.
The COVID-19 situation was so
dynamic that the decisions, these
power centers were taking, were
having quick mortality rates and were
substituted with altogether a new
set of guidelines. Since Banks and
its stakeholders were contemporary
recipients of these decisions which
were aired on various broadcasting
media, the time left with the banks
for implementation was minimal.
Yet, we were able to flex our policies
in no time to fall in line with the
requirements.
Having pushed to the edge and with
no option but to change to survive,
it becomes inevitable to cross the
line and to embrace the change.
Change Management, is of course
when you know when, what and
how change is approaching and
affecting. It is in a way predictable.
However, this COVID-19 situation is
more of managing change coupled
with uncertainty. The very name as it
indicates, it is a Novel Corona Virus,
suggesting it is new, unknown and
there are no textbook solutions to it. It

is something completely new that the
world is dealing with.
So, as professionals, one cannot
flip through the old pages to find
solutions for unique problems. The
test for the HR would be to manage
the motivation and in turn the
stability within the organization. The
HR managers have in the last three
months
already
accomplished
what they were expected to do in
at least next 5 years. The paradigm
of HR has now shifted from being
just a ‘Resource’ to a ‘Resource of
Unlimited Possibilities’. The sudden
shift in work culture has brought new
challenges for HR. The top priority of
HR professionals is now to respond
to the crisis and how to keep the
employee engaged, provide the
right communication channels and
tools for not only remote work but
also focus on employee productivity.
We have witnessed our people
doing unprecedented things but
the question that remains is whether
we, as HR facilitators are ready for
managing such uncertainty.
The next move when we have
accepted the change is to adapt.
As Charles Darwin said “It is not the
strongest of the species that survives
nor the most intelligent, but the one
most responsive to change”. Never

in the DNA of PSBs was the thirst for
the framework that can facilitate
work from home, virtual meetings/
conferences, paperless office, etc.
But when we were pushed to the
corner, we transformed ourselves
to suit the requirements of the
demanding present. The need of the
hour is to train our employees to be
adaptable and fluid. Being too icy or
vaporous will lead to existential crisis.
Preparing the workforce for working
in the deadly situation like that
of COVID-19, exactly is that of a
battalion that is given marching
orders to the borders, not only to fight
but also to win the battle. The highest
stake in both the cases is sometimes
the life of the frontline worriers. Not to
forget the anxiety and morale of the
self and family, which have significant
psychological impact. Not being
restricted to home during nationwide
lockdown due to highly contagious
pandemic, poses higher risk of
getting infected. Under such stressful
situation,
providing
professional
counselling assistance matters a lot.
We, as HR experts, it is necessary for
us to facilitate such psychological
assistance. The focus of HR is to be
anchored around finding optimum
balance between business continuity
plan and social distancing norms,
without compromising on the health
and safety of our biggest asset and
investment, i.e. our people.
All said and done, the only curve
we want to see flattened now is
the COVID-19 curve. However, the
learning curve of our Organization
should always be seen vectored
northwards. Lest the COVID-19
situation, impact the organization
wide learning culture, the world
has taken refuge under the tech
platforms more intensely. So have
we. Webinars and webcasting,
which were the subject of the chosen
few, are now being used by wide
spectrum of people. Virtual learning is
going to be the future of competency
enhancement and as HR Managers,
we have to institutionalize this mode
of learning to be effective in terms of
cost and delivery.
Finally, with the picture of the
world changing now, the future
of Organizational Leadership also
needs to change. There will be

creation of new roles, some roles
may become redundant or require
up-skilling of existing resources. Let us
conclude with a small anecdote. It is
the saga of our national heroes, the
NSG Commandos.
We all remember the infamous
26/11 Mumbai attack. All most after
18 hours of siege at the Taj Mahal
Hotel, the team of NSG Commandos
was deployed. The task in hand was
to search and sweep 500+ rooms,
neutralize all terrorists and rescue the
inmates. This operation was to be

carried out with astronomical odds.
The blueprints of the building were
unavailable. It was the first time these
commandos were seeing a five-star
hotel, as most of them hailed from
the semi urban and rural landscapes
of the country. They did not even
know who will they face once they
break open the door, a civilian or a
terrorist? Delay in making this splitsecond decision would land them
up in body bags and the mission
being compromised. They did not
know the types and quantity of
arms and ammunition the terrorists
carried. In spite of these odds, after
the NSG commandos took over the
operation, there was not even a
single collateral civilian casualty and
all the terrorists were neutralized. The
only casualty was of Major Sandeep
Unnikrishnan,
who
displayed
unparalleled leadership under stress
and uncertainty.

How did the NSG Commandos
achieve this? How did they
overcome unsurmountable pressure?
They could do it because they are
trained to operate under unknown
and uncertain situations. Can we
the HR, the elite commandos of
our organizations, learn and teach
situational leadership to the rank
and file? If we are successful in this
endeavor, then COVID-19 is just a
situation and not a crisis. Uncertainty
can paralyze anyone. The daunting
feeling of not knowing what the
future holds or what measure to take

to sustain organizations operations is
a huge challenge. We all are more
or less affected by uncertainty.
Employees are affected mentally
not knowing what the future holds for
them and the HR team is struggling
to put everything in alignment
to respond to crisis and develop
effective measures and strategies for
all.
The future of HR Management is not in
implementing the theories of the past,
but in crafting the commandments
for the present, preparing for the
future, looking beyond the crisis
and launch ourselves for the ‘New
Normal’.

vvv
Swapna Bandopadhyaya
Dy. General Manager (HRM),
Head Office, Baroda

April - June 2020
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Trivandrum Region donates Tabs to students

      

On 30th June, 2020 Vallakadavu Branch, Trivandrum
Region in association with Trivandrum Corporation
provided Tabs to the economically backwards students
in the Trivandrum Corporation. The tabs were handed
over to the Trivandrum Mayor Shri K Sreekumar by the
Regional Head Shri Prajith Kumar in the presence of the
Chief Manager Ms. Delna Dickson.
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Coimbatore Region donates food packets
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On 15th May 2020, Coimbatore Region donated rice,
oil, sugar, grains etc to poor and needy in the wake of
COVID-19 pandemic. Shri C. Selvaraju, Deputy General
Manager, Shri. P.Velumani, Minister of Tamilnadu, Shri
Rajamani, Coimbatore District Collector, Shri Shravan
Kumar, Coimbatore Corporation Commissioner and
Deputy Regional Managers Shri M. Jaikishan and Mr
K.Murugiah were present on this occasion.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Calicut Region donates Medical Kit

         

On 30 June 2020 Calicut Region donated medical
kits to Calicut Mayor. Mayor Thottathil Ravindran, DRM
Shri Dilshob and RBDM Shri Kasi and Branch Head, East
Nadakkavu Branch Mrs Priya Darshini were present on
this occasion.
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Ernakulam Zone and Region donates
Medical Kit

Cherutty Road, Calicut branch donates
masks and sanitizers

On 21st May 2020 Ernakulam Region, as a part of CSR
initiative, donated 15,000 masks to Ernakulam District
Collector. Zonal Head Shri K Venkatesan, Regional
Head Shri Babu Ravi Shankar R, Ernakulam District
Collector Shri S Suhas, DRM Shri Tony M Vempilly and
Branch Head, Kakkanad were present on this occasion.

On 29th April 2020 Cherutty Road, Calicut branch
donated masks and sanitizers to Assistant Commissioner
of Kozhikode District. Assistant Commissioner Shri
Ashraf, Calicut Mayor Shri Thottathil Ravindran, DRM
Shri Dilshob, Branch Head and other staff members
were present on this occasion.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
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On 2nd May 2020, as a part of relief activity, Deputy
Zonal Head Shri Ziyad Rahman handed over a
cheque of Rs.21.27 lakhs collected from employees of
Ernakulam Zone to Sri. Kadakampilly Surendran, Minister
for Co-operation, Tourism and Devaswom. Shri.D Prajith
Kumar, Regional Head, Trivandrum and Shri.Biju, Branch
Manager, Peroorkada Branch were also present on this
occasion.
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The New
Normal-Life
During and
After
COVID-19

M

ankind has never seen
a
pandemic
of
such
magnitude since 1920-spanish
flu which infected nearly 1/3rd of
world’s population and wiped out
almost half population of Europe,
But then that was in 1920’s; when
the world was still recovering
from the brunt of world war-1 and
modern medical science was still
at its infancy. Imagining such a
kind of pandemic again after 100
years is a nightmare for modern
man.
A viral infection started from a live
animal market of Wuhan(China)
in December 2019 has up-till now
infected nearly 55 lakh people
worldwide causing deaths of
more than 3.50 lakhs people
mostly of whom are senior
citizens/children/people
with
critical diseases and poses risk
for everyone who has ventured
out of his/her home in search of
livelihood/buying groceries.
Our Govt. has taken proactive
measures for containing the
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“Yun hi besabab na phira karo, koi sham ghar mein raha karo,
woh gazal ki sachhi kitab hai,usey chup chupke pada karo,
koi haath bhi na milaega, jo gale miloge tapaak se,
yeh naye mejaaz ka shahar hai zara faaslon se mila karo”
This shayari by famous urdu poet Bashir Badr, makes one wonder whether the poet had
a presentiment of what the mankind will face in 2019-20.

spread of disease by imposing
nationwide
lockdown
since
March 2020 and issuing detailed
guidelines for making the public
aware about the basic DO’s/
Dont’s for protecting oneself from
the viral infection-which includes
use of Mask, Gloves, Sanitising
hands with alcohol based
cleansers often for 20 sec, social
distancing and most importantly
being self-quarantine if one has
been in touch with someone with
infection or has symptoms of the
same in himself/herself.
Nationwide lockdown for more
than -2- months has, to a great
extent, indeed reduced the risk
of spreading of Covid infection to
a great extent but unfortunately
the news of community spread
in cosmopolitan cities of India
is frightening and needs more
focussed attention now.
Let’s first understand that why
the community spread of covid
has started in big cities and
towns. Reason lies in the lack of

discipline among the public in
following basic mantras of social
distancing
and
maintaining
hygiene and a non-acceptance
of the fact that the world is now
going to be changed after the
COVID-19 episode and in order
to survive well man has to adapt
to the new norms or THE NEW
NORMAL from 2020.
The New Normal-What Is It?
Change is the only constant thing
in this world- we have been taught
this Mantra since childhood, but
now its time to implement the
same, since world order will not
be the similar one as it used to be
during pre-COVID19 days.
Surely lockdown is being lifted in
a phased manner, and vaccines
will be on route soon; but the
effect of virus might be a long-run
game. It will now be depending
upon us, how we protect
ourselves and our near dear ones
from the deadly disease and
ensure smooth functioning of our
lives. This phenomenal change
is termed as The New Normal by
eminent scientists, physicists and
journalists worldwide.

The Face Of New Normal Life1) Academics - Since children
are more susceptible to the
disease the new normal world
would
require
the
school/
college functionaries to develop
more online courses and study
materials so that students can
complete their classes/semesters
at the comfort of their home via
web features. Examinations may
also turn online so that interface
with paper/other material is
minimised and students can be
examined in different timeslots to
avoid gatherings at one place.
2) Corporates - In order to thrive
the business, the corporates
are first to adopt the policy
of Work From Home / Flexible
Working, where they not only
minimise the risk of spreading
virus in office premises but also
increasing operating profit by
cutting down on operational
heads like electricity and cab/
bus services. Meetings through
Microsoft team app/Con-call/
video call via skype and watsapp
webinars in place of seminars has
replaced the old world order and
is fast becoming the new norm of
functioning.
3) Shopping / online delivery
systems - Though its yet to be
seen how the retail marketing
shapes up itself in this situation,
but examples have been set by
few online delivery companies
like - Dominos / Pizzahut/Myntra
who have adopted doorstep
delivery system where the prepaid
ordered items are placed outside
the doorstep and hence do not
come in touch with the customer.
4) Religious places - Prevention
of large gatherings at religious
places during festivals is still a
challenge for the administration.
The devotees/attendees need
to maintaining social distancing
themselves by standing -2- meters
away from each other and wait for
their turn patiently while entering

religious area for offering prayers.
Self-discipline will play a big role in
this aspect of public life.
5) Marriages/celebrations - The
new normal will ensure lesser
gathering at functions like
marriage/birthdays etc and here
again social distancing will be
instrumental in containing the
community spread of infection.
6) Travelling - People will now
be preferring more self-driven
cars
than
public
transport
for travelling as the norms for
hygiene and social distancing
can be respected and followed
more. It’s still needed to be seen
how tourism industry adapts itself
to the new challenge.
7) Physical and Emotional
health - last but not the least,
since COVID-19 is basically a
respiratory disease, the need
of the hour is to boost up
immunity by maintaining proper
time schedules of sleeping waking up cycle, proper yoga
specially pranayama routine for
enhancing the lung capacity,
exercise to keep excessive fat
at bay so that cardio vascular
ailments can be prevented and
nutritious as well as well -balanced
diet plan for overall physical well
being is ensured.
Emotional health of many
people has deteriorated due

to stress and negative thinking
during lockdown because of
which it is essential that one must
meditate everyday for atleast
15 minutes, do deep breathing
in morning along with reading of
motivational books/biographies
of great people. Also lockdown
is a great time to introspect and
develop new skills like inculcating
new hobbies/joining some online
courses which will not only give
respite from stress but also a sense
of satisfaction that this turmoil has
made us a better person than
what we were earlier.
At the end I would like to
conclude with a positive note
from the writings of Famous
author Obafemi Awolowo:-

“After rain comes sunshines, after
darkness comes the glorious
dawn.
There is no sorrow without its alloy
of joy; there is no joy without its
admixture of sorrow.
Behind the ugly terrible mask
of misfortune lies the beautiful
soothing
countenance
of
prosperity .
So, Tear the mask!” –Amien!!!
vvv
Riya Maitra
Manager
Zonal Office, Mumbai

April - June 2020
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Important Notice for Retired Employees
         ‘’       (Home
page -> Login->For Ex-Employees->Bobmaitri)         . 
                
   - 
For the benefit of our retired employees of the Bank, soft copy of the house Journal ‘Bobmaitri’
is being uploaded regularly on the Bank’s website (Home page -> Login-> For Ex-Employees>Bobmaitri). All our retired employees can access the magazine at their convenience
accordingly and can give their valuable suggestions to make it worth read :- Editor
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Recession
- Post
COVID-19
Crisis
 India in the grasp of Recession :
The onset of global pandemic
COVID-19
has
brought
in
unprecedented crisis and India too
has been hit hard. In order to contain
the rippling effect of the disease;
most of the Governments around the
globe ordered stringent Lockdowns of
their entire system and infrastructure.
India too followed the same path but
the lockdown has led to some of the
worst crisis India has ever witnessed
since independence. The Indian
Rating agency CRISIL outlines that
this would be India’s fourth recession
since Independence, first since
liberalization and perhaps the worst
to date is here.
According to reports of global rating
agencies viz- Fitch, Standard & Poor
(S&P) and Crisil, the Indian economy
is bound to contract by 5% in FY2021 and a permanent loss of 10% of
GDP is estimated even if economy
grows by about 7% during the fiscal
year 2022 and 2024 . It has been
forecasted that reaching the GDP
of the pre-COVID19 level will be an
uphill task for the Indian Economy.
The reason being to catch up the
previous growth rate, the economy
needs to progress at minimum 11%
per annum over the next three fiscal
years which has never happened
before. The best performance has
been riding on growth of 8.2% on an
average in two fiscals post the global
financial crisis which actually led
the economy to recuperate in the
form of V-Shaped recovery. Further
adding to the woes of India is the
constraint posed by lockdown on
the supply chain. An estimate based

on 8 states shows that over 42% of
the Indian state GDP is confined to
the red zones while 46% share is with
Orange zones and a paltry 12% lies
in the Green Zones as identified by
Government of India.
 A Potent solution :
Considering the current recession
in the same set of the earlier
global financial crisis is not the apt
recognition of the problem faced by
the Indian Economy today. Here the
usual rule of thumb approach does
not work and the country will need to
think beyond the textbook solutions.
What is being referred as text book
solutions is the stereotype Monetary
Policy.
The government of India announced
a Rs 20 Trillion economic package
in the form of credit guarantee
schemes and liquidity measures
which definitely will pave the path
for growth across medium and long
term. While given the fiscal constraints
the present stimulus is reasonable if
not adequate but looking into the
precariousness an additional fiscal
package for essential services and
health has to be targeted in the
upcoming months. The government
has made an attempt to revive the
MSME sector which is in-fact a major
contributor to the GDP. The other
major challenge is the stress in the
financial sector especially on the
profitability of Public Sector Banks
as NPA is expected to double from
existing 9% to 18% over the next year.
Interestingly, there is a subtle
difference between the Global
Financial crisis (GFC) and Corona

Financial crisis (CFC). During the
GFC, the RBI’s expansionary policy
via cutting rates, intervention in
foreign exchange market, other
government measures supported
the financial system. However, the
present CFC has posed a trade-off
problem for the government. In an
effort to prevent the contagion, the
lockdown is causing serious threat
to livelihoods while in the absence
of the vaccine the system although
operative is exacerbating the life risk
problems. This is far by the biggest
dilemma for Government of India.
The stringent rules on large social
gathering and social interaction rules,
maintaining isolated containment
zones, direct subsidies for poor and
limitation of numbers for movement
in public transport must carry on.
While mentioning these doable
interventions by government, we
also discover yet another difference
between GFC and CFC. The Global
financial crisis evolved from the
financial sector, as such the financial
solutions itself worked as a remedy.
However, CFC being pandemic led
recession cannot be confined only
to financial sector. Unless and until
each and every country controls the
spread of the contagion, the risk lies
ahead for everyone.
These exceptional times teaches us
a life enhancing lesson that force of
nature is bigger than the combined
force of science and technology.
vvv
Satyaki Sarbadhikari
Senior Manager
Regional Office, Chandigarh

April - June 2020
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Kamal Lochan Jena, Manager, Narsipuram Branch, Visakhapatanam Region
Today whole world is fighting with the COVID- 19 pandemic, which left a hard impression on the entire
mankind. Now we have to accept the fact that our future will not be the same as it is used to be. We have to
find new ways to survive in these situations. Our branch has shown meticulous courage in these tough times
and has shown how not to stop development even in those pandemic situations.
We motivated our customers to use our bank’s digital services for their day to day transactions like m-passbook for
balance enquiry, Bhim baroda pay, m-connect plus for interbank transfers of small amounts and our Bank’s internet
banking avenue for large transactions and for paying TDS. We have taken at most care while delivering services to
the customers by following all the World Health Organization (WHO) prescribed safety measures without disturbing
our business. We choose this tough time to motivate people to avail our partnered health insurance (max buppa, star
Allianz, Chola insurance and India first insurance) products so that in future if these types of pandemic situation arises
they need not to worry about the medical expenses.
In these tough times also we worked relentlessly to improve our branch business we made an aggregate business of
7.25 crore business in agricultural credit, we made 0.3 cr in housing loan credit and we are still working to improve our
branch business by using technology(social media, mobiles) to canvass our products.
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Ratna Bharti, Chief Manager, Marredpally Branch, Hyderabad Region
Our office is just beside the testing Centre of COVID-19 patients and it is one of the most infected
areas of our district. I defiantly feel the panic from others whenever anybody comes to the branch for
depositing or withdrawal money as notes are one of the sensitive things that could cause infection very
easily, but we have no other choice except receiving those notes. As the customer is the integral part of
Bank and we cannot think our self without customer. We served our customer by going beyond and we also
visited our customer house in case of need but at the same time we terribly horrified when three of our staffs get
infected by corona besides taking all precautions. However, we tried our best to give satisfactory service to all
of our customers. I think that there is also something to be learned, but I just do not know what it is yet. I hope we
can fight this together and come out stronger.
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Possibilities of Transforming Indian
Agriculture Amidst Several Roadblocks
Through Producer Groups
Few news headlines that has surfaced in the recent past
# Sahyadri Farmer Producer Company established in 2011 has taken over Mahindra Agribusiness
to become the largest grape exporter in India. # In a period of 30 days, Sahyadri Farms FPC
supplied vegetables to about 60k customers in Mumbai, Pune and Nashik. # 90 FPCs combined
in TN supplied 547 tonnes of fruits and vegetables to grocery stores. # 12 tonnes of tomatoes
were exported to Maldives by Pochampalli FPC. 30 tonnes of banana was exported to Iran by
Cumbum Western Ghats Banana Producer group.
# FPCs in Nilgiri tied up with Zomato for online order and delivery. Reddygudem Mandal FPC
partnered with EY for “farm to family- Mango”. # Maval dairy FPC in Pune continues to procure,
process and supply milk during lockdown. # Telangana Govt. ropes FPCs to deliver fruits and
vegetables at the door steps of twin city. # Haryana Govt. asked 60 FPCs to ensure continuity of
vegetable supply to its towns. NAFED procures dal through FPCs in Maharashtra.

A

griculture experts stress on FPOs being only model
to be capable of dealing with problem of small /
marginal farmers and there is no better bet.
Introduction: Few years ago, It was rare to notice such
news headlines. But, the growing number of Farmer
Producer Organizations and their collective action is
today making into news. The success of these farmer
based organizations is inspiring many to replicate in other
parts of our country. Now, each state is having successful
FPOs/ FPCs addressing farming and livelihood problems
of small and marginal farmers.
An Agricultural engineer, Vilas Shinde started bringing
grape farmers together and formed Sahayadri Farmer
Producer Company in Nashik during 2011. The company
now clocks a turnover of approx. Rs 400 cr per annum.
Now they have multiple bankers for their required facilities.
Further, it has been one of the testing labs for world’s best
Agtech companies through collaboration, be it for use
of new HYVs, farming techniques, traceability, organic
certification, automation, Blockchain and Artificial
Intelligence etc.
Background: Agriculture is the backbone of human
civilization, food being the only source of energy. The
higher returns and low degree of uncertainty prevailing
in other sectors i.e industrial / manufacturing and service
sectors has found a lot of attraction these days and
caused mass exodus from agriculture. Currently, India has
about 85% of small holder farmers and these smaller land
holdings make them commercially unviable. The problems
of Indian agriculture includes erratic monsoon, low use of
farm mechanization, spurious inputs, storage infrastructure,
marketability, transparent price discovery, low amount of
processing etc. The situation is such worse that, a study
conducted in 2018 by Centre for Development Studies
based in Delhi reveals about 76% of farmers would give
up farming and would prefer to take up some other
work. It is difficult to imagine a scenario where farming is
not considered as mainstream activity by many Indians.
Primary responsibility of feeding the human population still
lies upon farmers. Although, there are ongoing pilots for lab
grown food but we haven’t achieved a big break through.
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Besides, they are highly capital intensive and so remains far
from getting adopted by mass.
Further to problems of Indian agriculture, a small farmer
is expected to be master of many subjects that includes
meteorology, agronomy, horticulture, soil science, plant
pathology, breeding, supply chain and logistic, food
technology, marketing and many more.
A farmer works with resilience, struggles with each
external factors and always stand up, without asking any
questions. The solutions to address concerns of farmer
and problems of agriculture seems to be collectivization
and corporatization of agriculture.

Evolution of FPO / FPC: Bringing farmers in groups was
considered as a panacea in the Indian farming and
it started in the form of JLG, SHG, FSS etc. started.
Mobilization of members towards forming a common
interest group is a tough task and yet we graduated
from small groups to establishment of co-operatives. The
success was accounted for collectiveness or power of
bulk. Although cooperatives started with noble concept
but a few could succeed as like AMUL.
On the other side Private sector has seen a huge progress in
terms of wealth creation, profiteering, skill enhancement,
use of technology. In some of the sectors, they have

overtaken the Govt. agencies. This is accounted for
professional management eg. ITC, Britannia, Parle,
Himalaya, Adani, Dabur, Patanjali etc.
Hence, a need was felt to create a structure combining
attributes of both cooperatives and corporates. This led
to the genesis of Producer Organizations. An organization
of producers being farmers is called as Farmer Producer
Organizations. It can be also formed for specific crop
or purpose e.g Coconut Producer Organization, Orchid
producer Organization, Milk Producer Organization, Fish
Producer Organization and Poultry Producer Organization
etc. Similarly there can be producer groups based on
non-farm activities like Craft Producer Organization,
Handloom Producer Organization. Members of FPO
/ FPC can be benefitted due to their aggregation /
collectivization providing them power of negotiation for
cost of input, credit availability, organization of training
and demonstration, creation of common infrastructure
for storage and processing and any other activity,
negotiation of market price for harvested produce etc.
A provision for such organizations was made in the
Companies Act, 1956 in 2003 by an amendment and the
ones registered under this act is called as Farmer Producer
Companies and those, registered under any other act is
called as Farmer producer Organization (FPO). However,
they are identified interchangeably as FPO / FPC.
Government support for FPO/ FPC: The Small Farmer’s
Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC) is nodal agency for
promoting FPOs / FPCs in India. Currently, the largest
number of such Producer organizations are established
in the country by SFAC, NABARD and followed by State
specific agencies. There is a need for assistance towards
mobilization of farmers towards formation of FPOs/ FPCs
in terms of handholding and capacity building. Therefore,
SFAC has identified Resource Institutes (RI) and NABARD
has identified Producer organization Promoting Institutes
(POPI) in each state and also provides financial assistance
to them. SFAC runs a scheme in the name of Equity
Grant and Credit Guarantee Fund (EGCGF) that helps in
providing equity assistance at the time of formation of the
FPC as well as provides Credit Guarantee for collateral
free loans upto Rs 100.00 lakhs. Similarly NABARD runs a
scheme named Producer Organization Development
Fund (PODF) for providing financial assistance towards
formation of FPOs and Credit Guarantee for collateral
Loans.
Future Roadmap for development of FPO / FPCs by
Government: GoI realizes FPC as the future of Indian
agriculture and hence does large scale promotion
through increasing annual budgetary allocation.
Similar efforts are being put by the State Govts to help
creation of large number of FPO / FPCs. At present, India
has about 7000 FPO / FPCs operating in different parts
of the country. Ramesh Chand, Advisor to NITI Ayog
says “India needs to create 1 lakh FPCs to cover all the
marginal and small farmers”. FPC can be considered
as the fulcrum for entire rural development with the
capacity to handle procurement, aggregation, setting of
processing infrastructure, bulk supply to other processors
and consumer markets etc. There are successful models
of FPC running agri input shops for their members after
negotiating prices with input companies, they are doing
on-lending activities with better recovery by means of
peer pressure, setting up processing units, cold storages,
shops for direct sale to consumers, acting as procurement

partners for Govt. buyers like NAFED, FCI and even MNCs
like Louis Dreyfus, ADM, Olam etc. In the coming days,
many more new models are going to evolve and these
organizations will generate profit which would get further
distributed among their farmer members.
Our bank’s journey in FPO / FPC lending: Bank of Baroda
is a primary member of SFAC and participates in the
governance process. Further, we are one of the pioneer
organization in terms of launching a dedicated scheme
for financing FPO / FPC in the country (refer circular no.
BCC:BR:109:340 issued on 07.07.2017). Bank has signed
MOU with SFAC for providing Credit Guarantee for
collateral free loans up to Rs 100 crores. Our Pune Zone and
in particular Aurangabad Region has credit linked highest
number of FPCs followed by Nashik and Jalgaon Regions.
The credit facilities for FPOs/FPCs in our Bank is picking up
and states in top 5 terms of rank are Maharashtra, Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka and Rajasthan. A
loan to FPO / FPC not only help in enhancing the advances
figures but also opens up the opportunity of reaching out
to a larger member base ranging from 100 to 15000. This
helps in promoting bank’s various products suitable to
every member as per their need.
Note: In the past, there has been news about group
of onion farmers in Kalwan taluka in Nashik buying 250
tractors, 21 cars and 500 two wheelers on a single day.
Members of Abhinav Farmer’s club in Pune bought about
300 cars directly after negotiating price with the Maruti
Automobiles. In a way FPO / FPC can act as an extended
arm to assist in business promotion, recovery, deposit
mobililsation etc. Nevertheless, success and happiness of
farmers and our role in the growth story can be ignored. It
is the time to join hands and welcome a FPO/FPC today
to reap in future.
Conclusion: This is the opportune time to identify FPO /
FPCs in our operational areas and start liasioning. The
relationship with bank can start through opening of
Current Account. This can be followed up with credit
linkage of the FPO / FPC and further fulfill the needs of
individual members associated. The success of agriculture
not only lies with FPO but the success of rural banking also
lies on FPO.
Links to access contact details of FPOs:
1. SFAC promoted FPOs (state wise): http://sfacindia.
com/List-of-FPO-Statewise.aspx
2. SFAC promoted State Level producer Companies:
http://sfacindia.com/UploadFile/Statistics/SLPC.
pdf?v65878741.8974568
3. NABARD promoted FPOs (State wise): https://nabfpo.
in/images/staticFPO.html
vvv
Krutti Sundar Patra
Senior Manager,
Head Office, Vadodara

April - June 2020
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One of the greatest creatures
Which found everything in the world
Which gives more joy and satisfaction
Yaa, it is a work!
It never knows any social class
Which some selfish being divide
Any type of work physical or mental
Give equal joy and satisfaction
Do it within a limited time
Lacks of it lacks life
A time can’t get back
Yaa, it is a work!

But a good work give us a peace of mind
Which a bad one lacks
It makes life more miserable
And it brings frustration
It makes difficult to live and even survive
Yaa it is a work!
Those who experienced this fact
Never hate a real work
Who hate it, are more illiterate people
Work more, gain more
No work, no future
vvv
Prasad D Pawar
Manager,
BCC, Mumbai

April - June 2020
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Chennai Zone inaugurates
Stressed Assets Management Branch, Chennai

   28 , 2020       
       .   
     ,       , 
           
 .

On 18th June 2020 Chennai Zone inaugurated 1st Stressed
Assets Management Branch (SAMB). The SAMB will cater
services to the entire South India Cluster (Bangalore,
Chennai, Ernakulam, Hyderabad & Mangalore) headed
by Shri. Birendra Kumar, GM CC-South. The SAMB was
inaugurated by Shri R. Mohan, Zonal Manager, Chennai
Zone and the function was graced by Mr. K.V Chalapathi
Naidu, RH, CMR1 Region, Mr. Ramanuj Sharma, RH, CMR2
Region and other Executives of the Zone.
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Inauguration of new premises of Sahebnagar Branch,
Telangana Region

        

Zonal Head Shri P Srinivas inaugurated the Sahebnagar
branch in new premises on 01st June 2020. Shri K Vijaya
Raju, Regional Head, Shri TVVS Sharma, Dy. Regional
Manager, Shri BRC Murthy, Dy. Regional Manager, Shri
V Hanumantha Rao Branch Head along with all other
valued customers and staff members were present on
this occasion.
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Overseas News
Bank of Baroda, Seychelles Office donates food
material and medical equipment
Our Seychelles territory donated
a TV set and food stuffs to
the Blood Bank of Seychelles,
Ministry of Health, Seychelles. On
this occasion CE of Seychelles
Territory Shri Ashok Kumar
handed over the gift items to
CEO of Health Care Agency,
Seychelles Dr. Danny Louange.
The territory also donated
medical equipment, masks,
thermometer etc. to Ministry
of Family Affairs, Seychelles for
elderly people of old age homes
under CSR activity. Shri Ashok
Kumar handed over the goods
to The Minister of Family Affairs of
Seychelles Mrs. Mitcy Laure.
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Make Life Insurance
Your No. 1 Priority Today
O

ne definite impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has
been the increasing trend of customers evaluating
their insurance plans. While we cannot completely
mitigate the curveballs that life throws at us, we can
at least have the satisfaction of financially securing our
families in case of any eventuality. And more so in times
like these, what could be a bigger blessing than having
adequate life insurance cover! The biggest reason I
would espouse Life Insurance is a three-word stipulation
called ‘Peace of Mind’.
Life Insurance is a multi-dimensional investment tool,
embrace it!
When most of us think of Life Insurance, we think about
protection alone. It is about providing for our families when
we are no more around for them. Some life insurance
plans can help you achieve long-term goals like higher
education and marriage of your children. In fact, it is one
of the only asset classes in your portfolio that gives you
assured returns in the long term. In addition to monetary
benefits, life insurance plans also inculcate financial
discipline. Before you opt for a life insurance plan, a word
of advice – do take a step back and ask yourself, which
life insurance plan best suits my objectives? Choosing an
insurance plan is an entirely personal choice. It depends
on you, your life stage, and what you seek out of an
insurance plan. After all, each one of us is different, and
so are our requirements.

competitive costs. This is also a ‘no strings attached’
policy. You invest as per your requirement. Apart from the
guaranteed returns on the death of the insured or policy
maturity, the protection plans also ensures complete
peace of mind. An unforeseen event like the current
pandemic only emphasises the need for a protection
plan.
If you have already invested in a protection/ term plan
and are now looking at assured returns in the future, you
could opt for a savings linked insurance plan. These plans
give you the triple benefits of protection, wealth creation,
and tax-saving. And if you have a higher risk appetite,
you can invest in market-linked plans. Returns on these
plans could be higher as market-linked plans are based
on the market performance of the funds. In addition,
you have the flexibility of switching funds and tweaking
your investment strategy with minimal hassle. Basis your
personal risk appetite and your needs you can also
diversify in insurance beyond pure protection cover to
look at an assured savings plan or a market linked savings
plan. So, evaluate and invest wisely.
e-Sampark: Our Way of Being Connected in the New
Normal
We have had many customers enquire, “How do I buy
a policy during a lockdown?” At IndiaFirst Life, we have
introduced several consumer initiatives like ‘Ghar Baithe
Insurance’ to make it both easy and convenient to buy
insurance from the safety of your home. We have also
launched e-Sampark – a Digital Connect initiative that
engages with customers and educates them on personal
finance. With the help of webinars and other digital
tools, we aim to replicate all the in-branch customer
engagement activities as well as face to face interactions
virtually. The initial series of e-Sampark webinars have
met with resounding success and have been widely
applauded by both, customers and fellow Barodians.
Friends, the last couple of months have been tough for all
of us. But life must go on. As humans, we are resilient to
pursue our dreams and goals. While hope and humanity
are the biggest weapons we have against any threat, I
truly believe in the significance of having some certainties
in life. This is where IndiaFirst Life steps in with its insurance
offerings backed by a strong partner such as Bank of
Baroda to offer its customers a life full of certainties.

Protection/Term Plans Vs. Savings-Linked Insurance Plans:
Make an informed choice
Are you the sole bread earner? Do you have any
outstanding loans or other financial commitments? In
which case, I would strongly recommend a Protection
Plan. This plan offers a substantially large coverage at

On this positive note, I wish you all a safe and healthy life
ahead.
vvv
Rushabh Gandhi,
Deputy CEO,
IndiaFirst Life Insurance Company Limited.
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Aligning Bank’s WMS Products & Services
With Customers’ Financial Requirements
Introduction :Over the last couple of decades, the banking sector has been
changed due to globalization, information technology and
intense competition. The globalization and intense competition
are reflected in the evolution of bank marketing over time that has
made WMS products and services an integral part of each and
every banking or FI. Wealth management industry is faced with
challenges such as intense competition, fee compression, strict
regulations and evolving customer needs. Increased financial
awareness of high Net worth Individuals (HNWIs) is leading to
increased demands for innovative, sophisticated and customised
services.
The present corona pandemic and a dubious future outlook
is making it an increasingly attractive market for certain
products of wealth management firms. This trend is expected
to continue, with India estimated to become the third largest
global economy by 2030. India has the key components of a
high-growth wealth management market, namely a very large
and young mass affluent segment; an increase in the wealth of
global Indians; a drive by the Indian government to curb illicit
leakage and tighten market regulation; and an increasing share
of organized market players (e.g. independent wealth advisors
and small brokers / agents as financial advisors). The regulatory
environment in the Indian wealth management area is evolving,
providing opportunities for established wealth managers to
expand their offerings. India’s booming services industry has
been one of the driving forces behind the development of a
large affluent population over the last decade. The younger age
mix calls for specific types of investment goals and service levels.
India is one of the fastest growing wealth management markets
in the world. The following reasons are appealing to the Indian
wealth management market:
1. Very large mass affluent segment: The mass affluent
segment is expected to expand at a rapid pace and to
demand a higher level of wealth management services.
2. Increasing market share of organized players: The share
of unorganized players (usually independent consultants
or small brokers / agents offering financial advice) has
decreased significantly over the last few years, primarily
due to the increased involvement of organized providers
such as banks and other financial institutions, as well as the
revenue and profitability pressures that have resulted in
consolidation.
3. NRI segment: This is a lucrative part of the Indian wealth
management industry. The total number of NRIs and people
of Indian origin (PIO) is estimated at 31 million worldwide
and Remittances to India reached USD 79 billion in 2018. It
is estimated that more than 45% of these remittances are
invested in banks and real estate in India.
Trends in Wealth Management Services:Emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) and block chain rapidly changing the
wealth management space. Few visible trends in the wealth
management services are as follow:•
Emerging Technologies: Cognitive Computing, Machine
Learning and AI applications are spreading through the
WMS industry. RPA will help businesses keep costs down and
drive digital transformation, while innovation is the key to
getting firms ready for the future.
•
Compliance and Security: Growing cost of doing business
due to complex regulations and cyber security continues to
be a major concern for WMS firms.
•
Evolving Customer needs & Changing Advisory Trends:
Development of next-gen products with increased focus
on traditional underserved segments, regulatory mandates,
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competitive pressures, introduction of market place
models and Focusing on Improved Customer Experience is
becoming a focus for wealth management services.
Aligning WMS Products and Services in Bank of Baroda:The wealth management industry in India is on the verge of
substantial growth, given the favourable business environment
and the anticipated regulatory support for the sector. It offers
exciting growth opportunities that will drive rapid market
expansion, combined with an increase in the number of industry
participants. With an endeavour to become the leading Wealth
Services provider, our Bank has tied up with leading partners so as
to provide a bouquet of investment/insurance products to meet
the financial investment needs of our clients/customers. We have
got variety of products in each category of WMS ranging from
basic insurance products to sophisticated investment products.
Bank of Baroda is growing gradually but maintaining sustainable
growth in WMS Business and earn sizable commission every year.
There is huge scope of growth in WMS products and services
for banks. Hence it is imperative to understand where we stand
today and how we should be prepared to face WMS challenges
in near future.
A study has been conducted in the Bhopal Zone on the WMS
products and services of our bank by using service marketing
mix (7Ps) model and highlighted some very important points to
align bank’s WMS products & services with customers’ financial
requirements. The study emphasise on the need to increase the
competency level and skill set require of our staff to sell WMS
products and services.
Products:1. We are one of the few PSBs who have well developed MF
investment app (Baroda M-Investment), which is well placed
in the market. We need to promote this product by giving little
more push in terms of product awareness, hands-on training to
the front level sales staff and creating an environments of go
digital approach. Once this product gets accepted by the
customer like M connect Plus app, we are bound to get more
and more business in terms of SIP & Lump sum investment through
20 different type MFs available with us, without putting any extra
efforts. In similar manner, we have state of the art digital platform
for booking Investment and Insurance at the click of the mouse
in our branches through BARODA WEALTH SOLUTION software.
We also need to promote this solution amongst our staff for
promoting WMS business. This solution not only gives 360 degree
view of customer profile but also make it easy for customer for
transact without any hassle.
2. Bank of Baroda is on the verge of being a Universal bank which
has a plethora of banking services to cater the financial need
of every customer. There is a need to cross sale and up sale the
products to cater the diverse financial need of the customers.
Hence more products USPs related training should be given to
the front desk employees so they can explain customer in a
much better manner. More product awareness will empower the
staff to sale more effectively and generate more quality business
for the bank.
3. Bank of Baroda is very competitive in the market when it
comes to launching new, innovative and contemporary WMS
products. There is a need to upgrade knowledge of the front
desk employees so they can understand the benefits of the new
products and can explain customer in a much better manner.
WMS awareness campaigns can be initiated to make customers
and staff aware regarding WMS products. Such campaigns
can immediately boost the demand of the product among the
customers and can provide feedback to improve upon in our
existing products.
Price:1. Bank of Baroda has made a lot of changes in its pricing
strategy during the last few years and it is one of the most price

competitive bank in the industry. Its products are competitively
priced with respect to peer banks/FIs.
2. Transparency in pricing increase the confidence among
the customers to buy WMS products, hence we should remain
transparent enough to explain customers about the commission
or brokerage we charge for the WMS services. Staff workshop
should be conducted to make staff aware about the pricing of
different WMS products so they can explain to the customer in a
best possible manner. Such workshops will help to increase the
confidence in the bank staff while serving to the customers.
3. Bank of Baroda offers variety of WMS products at different
price points as per the financial need of the customers, as we
understand that every customer has different capacity to pay.
Based on the customer requirement and risk appetite, we should
offer best products available with us after thoroughly doing his /
her need based analysis.
Place:1. Bank of Baroda has wide network of branches, ATMs and online
platform in PAN India level, where customers can approach to
seek WMS products. Bank effectively provides many options
including (Mobile banking/internet banking) and offline model
to serve its customers. We should make most of it by reaching
out to the customers using multiple channels. We must ensure
minimum downtime for our channels by making them available
to the customers for most of the time so they can use our services
whenever they need.
2. Bank of Baroda always tries to ensure that it must reaches to
the customers by locating its branches and officials strategically.
Bank branches and WMS officials are strategically located
to provide WMS products to the customers. We must ensure
that customer meets to the right official in the branch who is
responsible to generate WMS business. Sometimes because of
wrong touch point customers get distracted and bring disrepute
to the bank and ultimately loss of business.
3. There is a scope of improvement by increasing number of
WMS officials in the branches for cross sale and up sale of WMS
products to cater the diverse financial need of the customers.
We have recruited 650+ specialized wealth executives to cater
the financial need of the customers. We should ensure optimum
utilization of their capability by deploying them strategically in
high wealth potential branch and nearby catchment area.
Promotion:1. We need to promote our WMS products sufficiently among
the customers and potential customers. Branches may use
posters/banners/Standees and other promotional materials for
branch’s internal premises to cater the diverse financial need
of the customers. Insufficient WMS promotions via different
communication channels may result to loss of business and
ultimately turning away of the customers. Hence sufficient WMS
promotion is required.
2. Local TV channels, Local Newspapers, Road shows and
other measures to promote WMS products will help in running
successful sales campaign (cross sale/up sale) for WMS products
to increase fee based income.
3. Sales campaign for promoting Wealth Products should be
in sync with market demand so as to intensify the campaign
outcome. COVID 19 pandemic has been the blessing in disguise
as far as Health Insurance and Investment business in concern.
People are now more aware and inclined to protect themselves
and their family member by opting for health coverage, such
opportunity must be explored. Tumble in stock market has
opened door for many new investors to enter the market. Due
to the correction in the market, retail investors are finding an
opportunity to enter at discounted levels, which is evident by
looking at the surge in opening of demat account.
People:1. The most important asset of any organisation is its employees.
Well trained and skilled employees bring a lot of business as well
as customer satisfaction. We need to make sure that our staff
remain skilled enough for the sale of WMS products. Lack of
knowledge may lead to the customer dissatisfaction and huge
loss in terms of both financial as well as reputational. Our staff
need to make most of offline and online learning platform and
get skilled to cater the diverse financial need of the customers.

Hence trained skilled employees in WMS products remains the
priority for us. To equip our staffs with requisite knowledge in the
area of Insurance and Investment, we are providing necessary
support to our staff in acquiring IC 38 certification and NISM
certification.
2. Bank invest adequately on grooming & training of its
employees (Sales & Service) and needs to invest more skilling,
Re-skilling and grooming of the employees to sale WMS products
and services as they are more sophisticated and comparatively
new to the staff. We need to ensure that responsible employees
get suitably nominated for training programmes and remain
highly motivated and positive with respect to sales and service
of WMS products.
3. The productivity of the branch staff is directly related to the
motivation of the staff. Motivation and positive attitude is the
key to get success when it comes to sales and service. We need
to keep our staff motivated especially those who are working in
sales. More and more attitude oriented training may be given to
the front desk staff to make customer delight and to cater the
diverse financial need of the customers.
Process:1. As bank is heading toward digitisation and automation, we
use advanced systems and process to give seamless experience
of banking and update itself with the challenging environment.
We must ensure minimum downtime of our channels.
2. BOB has always known for its best customer services especially
when it comes grievances redressal. Bank effectively and
efficiently resolves the issues & grievances if they arise with
respect to WMS products. We must keep serving the customer to
the best of our abilities to ensure minimum customers complaints.
3. When we work in service industry sometimes customer
dissatisfaction bound to happen because of various reasons.
Hence it is our responsibility to ensure customers issue get resolved
at earliest by insuring speedy delivery, reduced paper work,
standardize procedure and customization of services.
Physical Evidence:1. As customers expectation has grown up, we always ensure
that its customer should get all basic amenities in the branches.
Bank adequately provides General arrangements in the branch
premises, including waiting area space, availability of drinking
water facility for customers etc. As bank has spent sizable
amount in the spatial layout of the branches, we must ensure
proper upkeep and cleanliness of the branch premises.
2. Branch has properly named "Enquiry/May I Help You" counter
or Service counter with respect to WMS products. We must
ensure that all the branding and notice boards should remain
proper and visible to all the customers.
3. Bank has good Décor/Layout to ensure customers enjoy their
transaction experience and provide feel of new generation bank.
We may conduct routine audit to ensure proper branding, upkeep
and cleanliness of the branch premises and make customers
transaction experience a delight.
The wealth management industry in India is on the verge of
major growth, given the favourable business climate and the
anticipated regulatory support for the sector. This offers banks
attractive growth prospects, which will fuel rapid business
expansion, combined with an increase in the number of industry
participants. In order to exploit this potential effectively, we need
to follow a customized approach that takes into account the
unique characteristics of the Indian market. We need to train
our branch officials to become professional enough to crosssell and up-sell WMS products and, at the same time, we need
to encourage WMS products through different communication
channels.Promotions of the WMS product can increase the
visibility of banks as universal bank and can bring more new
generations customers and help us in increasing profitability of
the Bank.

vvv
Satyendra Kumar
Chief Manager-Faculty
Baroda Academy, Bhopal

April - June 2020
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Changing Consumer Behaviour
& Forging the Future of Business
During Covid Era

T

he world is facing one of the biggest human crisis. The
devastating Corona Virus disease has affected almost
every country leading to economic uncertainty. The virus
has put economy at risk; people have a sudden loss of
income causing a major drop in the demand.
Consumer behaviour in India is undergoing radical
change due to the pandemic. Health & hygiene products,
preferring online deliveries to store visits, dominate the
purchase decision pattern.
As per the Consumer Confidence Survey (CCS) report
published by Reserve Bank of India, the consumer
confidence collapsed in May 2020 with the index touching
historic low.
Society is uncertain about the economic situation,
employment scenario and earnings. Although the
consumption of essential commodities is showing a
revival, there is a sharp cut in the discretionary spending.

Figure 1 Source Reserve Bank of India, official website
It can be inferred from the above figure that the future
expectations of the consumer is pessimistic for the year
ahead.

Consumption trends evolved since the lockdown:
When the lockdown was announced, there was spurt in
buying of essential commodities. After two-three weeks
into the lockdown, there was demand for frozen foods,
ready to cook meals, confectionaries etc. When the
government allowed sale of non-essential goods, there
was a jump in demand of kitchen equipments, health
essentials etc. Presently there is predominant demand
of immunity boosting products along with essential
commodities.
Growing austere behaviour:
“Optimal use of available resources” is gaining ground.
This frugal behaviour is visible everywhere, across all
strata of society. People are becoming more and more
conscious about conserving their resources.
As per the research report published by the State Bank
of India, aggregate deposits, comprising of savings,
current and term deposits, increased significantly during
lockdown1. During lockdown2, there was decline in
the current and savings deposit as people started
using the initial build up for meeting expenses but term
deposit accrual was healthy. The decline in aggregate
deposits was around 10%-12% during the lockdown2 and
3 indicating that there is still risk aversion in consumer
spending. There was again a surge in the deposit figures
during lockdown4, indicating that consumers have
been more frugal considering the prolonged uncertain
situation.

Figure 3 Source State Bank of India, official Website

Figure 2 Source : Reserve Bank of India , official website
Majority of the households are altering their budget with
an intention to save for the future. According to the recent
survey by Bank Bazaar, 52% of the respondents said that
savings and debt repayment are their top priority.
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The consumers are willing to take informed decisions
ensuring a fair balance between demand fulfilment and
personal safety. The transaction pattern gives a reflection
of consumer apprehensions.
There was decline in the credit card usage as well. The
consumers are wary about their future cash flow hence
they are not willing to increase their debts.

Road Ahead:

Figure 4 PWC, The official Website
Impact of COVID-19 is unlikely to be a short-lived
phenomenon. The ongoing lockdown and disruption
across all the sectors will have an impact on consumer
demand due to layoffs, pay cuts, and weak consumer
sentiments. It may take longer time for recovery.
In these challenging times, business entities must explore
probable ways to re-build consumer confidence and
frame strategies to sail through the adverse situation.
Some of the key strategies that must be adopted by the
companies are:

Value offerings: As consumers are going to prefer
more value based products, product mix is to be
re-aligned accordingly. Consumer centric thought
process must be prevalent. Myntra and other leading
E-commerce players realised that the way people
are working from home and spending time in front of
computers, there is need for lounge wear and other
such work from home accessories to stay relevant to
the customers.

Engaging customers: Companies must try to keep
customers engaged by pushing contents online on
popular topics like health, hygiene, organising online
contest etc. It will also help to increase the traffic on
their website. Apple knew that forced store closure
will soon become a reality and they closed their
stores much before the Government order. They
reached out to their customers to encourage online
shopping, empathizing that their return policies and
call services will ensure seamless experience during
the tough period.

Re-plan revenue targets: Companies must re-plan
their revenue targets and do granular assessment
prioritising the revised customer group, market
segmentations and product basket etc. Companies
must be agile in adopting to the “new normal”.
Mahindra logistics, for example is trying to bring back
the business on track with a humane approach. The
drivers of the company left the vehicles and went
back to home. The Company is in touch to mobilize
them back. The company has also provided the food
and lodging facilities to drivers across 40 states. Relief

measures for the family members of the drivers are
also introduced. “Secure assets, secure
partnership”, is the new mantra.

Strengthening
E-commerce
channel:
Optimizing
e-commerce
channel is utmost essential to withstand
the COVID storm. Companies can also
enter into joint collaboration with online
retailers to serve the customers. Hindustan
Unilever has shut its direct to home model,
HUL network. Instead it has re-launched
its Ayush remedies and Aviance beauty
products on portals such as Amazon.

Building patronage: The entire
human race is facing an unexpected
challenge. Strong patronage of the
customers can help business entities
to survive in the tough times. Eshakti, a
garment retailer has set an exceptionally
good example in this matter. Immediately
after the WHO announced about global
pandemic, the founder of the company sent an E mail
to all the customers explaining how the virus behaves,
mentioned how the company keeps employees safe
and at last he said “This is humanitarian challenge
that we can meet together”.

Resilient supply chain system: The COVID pandemic
has unleashed the naked truth of poor supply chain
system of the Corporate bigwigs. The vulnerability of
poor supply chain system is brutally exposed. Presently,
the companies must not only develop lean supply
chain designs but also stress test the chains on several
performance measures including resilience, and
responsiveness. ITC is leveraging e-choupal model to
reduce the supply hurdles. With the help of technology,
the farmers are being helped by the field officers on
how to sell their products at remunerative prices.
Long term planning has become a thing of the past.
The companies must frame monthly and quarterly plans
and re-assess the situation at frequent intervals. Large
companies with multiple products must focus on fewer
products because dealing with complexity in a plant
would no longer be easy. Companies should demonstrate
an “above and beyond” approach in various ways
signalling that it is weathering the storm. The temporary
improvements that satisfy customers now may become
permanent improvements to the company’s business
model in future.
“In the Midst of Chaos, there is always an opportunity”Sun Tzu
References:
1. Official Website of Reserve Bank of India- www.rbi.org
2. Official Website of State Bank of India –www.onlinesbi.
com
3. Official Website of Price Waterhouse Cooper, Indiawww.pwc.in
vvv
R Sumitra
Senior Manager & Faculty
Baroda Apex Academy
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t’s been around -4- months for which we have been
Ibring
living like this. The pandemic has spread like fire and to
down its spread the government had announced

a nationwide lockdown. Too much isn’t it? One rarely
thinks that they’ll have to witness such times in their life.
No vaccines have been discovered yet and the only way
of saving yourself from this peril is by distancing yourself
from those around you. All shops are shut. All schools are
shut. All offices are shut. People are advised to stay inside
their homes but however there are people who are not
even awarded this liberty. Our frontline fighters- doctors,
nurses, bankers, policemen, etc. are sweating their blood
day and night and ensuring public’s security.
Nobody knows for how long this
situation will prevail. Nobody knows
how many more lives this pandemic will
affect. One can only wait for the future
to unravel its decisions and hope that
these decisions bring solitude to the
mother Earth.
However, the change that has
been brought in has changed the
perspective of the people towards
themselves. People have now got the
time to take a break and take look at their inner-selves,
to scrutinize their deeds, to unwind their memories and
unfold their ideologies. Humans have been running in
a never ending marathon which one can think of. In
this rapidly modernizing world, one needs to keep up
his pace with the ongoing changes. With the peculiar
concepts such a ‘Fear of missing out’ emerging in the
society, people are more inclined towards spreading
their hands in every field possible. Such a lifestyle had led
to emergence of robotics among humans where the only
desire is to accomplish goals resulting in low emotional
intelligence and empathetic values among the people.
This is the problem of the society at large. Everybody is so
consumed with themselves that they rarely have the time
to take a peak at themselves and see what they have of
value inside them that they can offer to the mother earth
and vice versa.
It is the change that most of us had been wanting. It is
the change that a few of us had been thriving for and
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Covid-19

A Pandemic or a change?
it is the change that all of us had desired. The pace at
which our lives was previously going has slowed down.
People are taking out time to take a look at their innerselves. People are inculcating in activities and doing
things that they’ve always thought of
performing. I see families spending time
together, laughing together, dancing
their hearts out together and facing this
conflicting situation together. I also see
adolescents trying out new things, men
cooking, grandparents practicing yoga
postures.
Is this really happening? This is precisely
what we humans had been wanting
since the longest time possible. With this
change, it’s not just us who are positively
affected but a change can be seen in the fauna as well.
Animals hovering in the streets and birds chirping are no
longer rare sights. Schools of fishes can now easily been
seen in the crystal clear waters and flocks of birds can be
looked at in the sky flapping their wings hastily.
A change has been brought in the society with the
widespread of the pandemic. Nobody knows when
the pandemic will end. Nobody knows whether these
changes will stay. What we know is that we as a
community will have to work together, we’ll have to do
things that we had never done before and we’ll have to
abstain from doing things that we were habitual to doing
but isn’t this what fighting against a peril means? Isn’t this
what life means?
vvv
Jahanvi Tuli
D/o Amit Tuli,
Regional Manager,
Mumbai Metro South
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Highlights of Bank’s Financial Results for Q1 FY 2021
The Bank announced its financial results for the
Quarter ended on June 30, 2020 following the
approval of its Board of Directors. The results
were announced by MD&CEO Shri Sanjeev
Chadha and Executive Directors Shri Murali
Ramaswami, Shri S L Jain, Shri Vikramaditya
Singh Khichi and Shri Ajay K Khurana at a virtual
Press/ Analysts’s Meet. Highlights of the results
are presented below :- Editor
Highlights

•

Operating Profit for Q1FY’21 is INR 4,320 crore.
NII increased by 4.93% YoY to Rs 6,816 crore.
Within the non-interest earnings, Trading
gains up by 60.06% YoY.

•

Global advances increased by 8.6% led by
international, domestic organic retail and
corporate loans which grew by 13.93%, 15.62%
and 9.16% respectively.

•

•

•

•

Domestic CASA ratio increased to 39.49%, higher
by 294bps YoY. Retail term deposits increased
by 10.4% YoY. Cost of deposits in Q1FY’21 is
lower by 53 bps YoY at 4.95%.
Global NIM during Q1FY’21 stood at 2.55% and
domestic NIM stood at 2.63% compared with
2.62% and 2.73% respectively during the same
period of previous financial year.

Particulars
Interest
Income
Interest
Expenses
Net Interest
Income (NII)
Non- Interest
Income
Operating
Income (NII+
Other Income)
Operating
Expenses
Operating
Profit
Total Provisions
(other than
tax) and
contingencies
of which,
Provision for
NPA
Profit before
Tax
Provision for
Tax
Net Profit
NIM %
(Domestic)

Q1 FY 20 Q4 FY 20 Q1 FY 21 YOY (%)

Particulars

Q1 FY 20 Q4 FY 20 Q1 FY 21 YOY (%)

18,944

18,698

18,494

-2.38

12,447

11,900

11,678

-6.18

6,497

6,798

6,816

4.91

1,916

2,834

1,818

-5.11

8,413

9,632

8,634

2.63

4,137

4,512

4,314

4.28

4,276

5,121

4,320

1.03

3,285

6,844

5,628

71.32

3,168

3,191

3,458

9.15

991

-1,723

-1,308

281

-2,230

-444

710

507

-864

2.73

2.76

2.63

(10 bps)

Global and Domestic credit deposit ratio
increased to 83.45% and 80.86% as on June 30,
2020 from 79.87% and 77.38% as on June 30,
2019 respectively.

Domestic
deposits

7,85,861

8,08,706

8,13,530

3.52

Domestic
CASA

2,87,196

3,15,951

3,21,229

11.85

Gross NPA ratio fell to 9.39% as on June 30, 2020
against 10.28% as on June 30, 2019. Net NPA
ratio to 2.83% as against 3.95 % as on June 30,
2019.

Global
deposits

8,95,542

9,45,985

9,34,461

4.35

Domestic
advances

5,71,485

6,11,045

6,15,038

7.62

92,617

1,05,165

1,07,084

15.62

6,78,142

7,38,096

7,36,547

8.61

Of which, retail
loan portfolio
(ex-portfolio
purchase)

•

Slippage ratio fell to 1.64% in Q1FY’21 compared
with 3.56% in Q1FY’20. Domestic slippage ratio in
Q1FY’21 is 0.45%.

•

PCR continues to be high. PCR including TWO
at 83.30% as on June 30, 2020 compared with
77.34 % as on June 30, 2019 (81.33% as on March
31, 2020).

Global
advances

Amalgamation
benefits
visible
through
realization of synergies. Bank has co-located
771 branches and 113 ATMs as of Jun’20. IT
integration to be complete by Mar’21.

Gross NPA

On account of provisioning on standard
accounts of INR 1,811 crore, Bank reported
a Net Loss of INR 864 crore in Q1FY’21 and
Consolidated Net Loss stood at INR 679 crore.

Q1 FY 20

Q4 FY 20

CRAR

11.50

13.30

12.84

134

Tier-1

9.55

10.71

10.33

78

CET-1

8.49

9.44

9.08

59

•

•
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Particulars
Net NPA
Particulars

Q1 FY 20 Q4 FY 20 Q1 FY 21 YOY (bps)
10.28

9.40

9.39

-89

3.95

3.13

2.83

-121

Q1 FY 21 YOY (bps)
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Panaji Region donates in Chief Minister Relief Fund (Goa)
As a part of CSR activity and to prevent
the spread of COVID-19 our Panaji Region
donated Rs. 4,11,111/- in Chief Minister
Relief Fund (Goa ) on 6th April, 2020. A
cheque of the said amount was handed
over to Dr. Promod Sawant, Chief Minister,
Goa by Shri Amulya Kumar, Regional
Head, Panaji Region in presence of other
officials.
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